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Twechar

The following maps demonstrate the spatial strategy for the Twechar 
trail.

The heritage and proposed trails are presented on two maps per area:
•	Map 2A - Existing heritage locations
•	Map 2B - Existing heritage locations plus proposed trail routes   
  hubs, lures, interpretation, markers, viewpoints.

The heritage that has been mapped is the information which has 
been uncovered by the Trails and Tales team through the life of the 
project from desk research, site visits and community consultations. 
It is not an exhaustive list but a snapshot of heritage which has been 
communicated as important in the life of the area. Through the process 
of matching locations and heritage stories, many important sites have 
been noted on the following maps. Only heritage which has a place or 
site associated with it has been shown in the list and maps, however 
the project does have repositories of other heritage information for each 
area which are for now ‘place-less’ but may inform the production of 
artistic responses in other ways.

We	have	been	as	accurate	as	possible	in	defining	heritage	locations	but	
some discrepancies may remain.

Mapped Heritage

01. Brickworks major employer for Twechar till 1980s
02. Character Tanter Sloan (1 legged man) - lived in brickworks lodge
03. Well	for	Coachy	Bear	(flat	stone)
04. Coach Road
05. Copney’s Den
06. Dismantled railway - foundations of old bridge and railway still   
 visible
07. Pay	office	-	Character	Davey	Buchanan	-	played	accordion		 	
 without sound - received wages from workers via a tub at   
	 the	pay	office.
08. McDonald Crescent (council houses replaced Baird houses)
09. Kelvin View
10. The Glen
11. Masonic symbols at canal pend
12. St Flannan’s voodoos (ruins).
13. Tinkers’ site
14. Old Swing bridge site
15. Site of pit canteen and pit baths and mural (now painted over)
16. Twechar No.1 pit
17. Swing Bridge
18. Former Masonic Hall
19. Row houses & former stores
20. Tin shelter at tennis courts
21. Mr Clark’s House (repaired canal wall)
22. Site of former miners rows
23. War memorial
24. Bar Hill Fort
25. Quarry view trig point at Barhill Fort

Trail themes

The main theme to have emerged from the consultation material and the 
mapping of the heritage interest, collated through the life of the project 
to date is that of folklore and local characters. Twechar has proven to be 
the most people-focussed of all the trails with heritage concentrating on 
lives and stories more than the other industrial (mining) and transportation 
heritage (canal and former railway) potentials. Twechar also contains 
some	 of	 the	 most	 significant	 Roman	 heritage	 of	 all	 the	 trail	 sites,	
however it was local characters which the community consultation was 
most focussed on. The trail content will have to carefully consider both 
this ancient and more recent popular history, providing an interesting 
challenge	for	this	to	be	represented	effectively	on	one	trail	loop.	
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Trail description

The suggested start trail is at the canal lifting bridge. There is parking 
available on nearby residential streets and trail users coming from the 
suggested connecting route from Kirkintilloch or from the canal would 
arrive at this starting point. This provides immediate introduction to 
Twechar’s transportation heritage and the importance of the canal to 
the village. The trail moves up a shallow incline following the main road 
through the village, passing multiple terraced miners cottages. At the 
war memorial the trail takes a sharp left and follows heritage signage 
onto	a	rough	track	and	begins	to	climb	uphill	with	views	across	fields	to	
the left and woodland to the right.  The trail continues along this path 
and, after a farm gate across the track, begins to climb more steeply. 
The route is well signposted fro the John Muir way and gradually the 
views become more expansive across to the valley beyond to the north 
west and the village to the south west. More signage indicates the 
entrance to the Barr Hill Fort area which is accessed through a gate and 
along an unsurfaced indicative access path. The Fort area itself is well 
signed with interpretation and provides and ideal stopping point with 
further views to the north east and woodland setting to the south. The 
trail then continues past the Fort area to a path (Coach Road) which 
loops back towards the village downhill through denser woodland and 
past Copeny’s Den. This path emerges onto the Main Street near to 
the Board Burn and from there the trail turns right to follow the Main 
Street back towards the canal. The Main Street provides interest with 
sandstone villas and the red sandstone Twechar Parish Church. On 
turning left at St Johns Way, the trail detours to the Twechar Healthy 
Living	Centre	which	offers	an	ideal	trail	hub	with	information,	toilets	and	
cafe available. The trail continues along the main street, passing again 
the war memorial, and doubling back for a short distance to return to 
the starting point at the canal bridge. 

Twechar
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Path to Barr Hill Antonine Wall approached from south-east Coach Road path through woods


